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Inscription
…

J'ai voulu que les tons, la grâce, 
Tout ce que reflète une glace, 

L'ivresse d'un bal d'opéra, 
Les soirs de rubis, l'ombre verte  

Se fixent sur la plaque inerte. 
Je l'ai voulu, cela sera. 

 
Comme les traits dans les camées 

J'ai voulu que les voix aimées 
Soient un bien, qu'on garde à jamais, 

Et puissent répéter le rêve  
Musical de l'heure trop brève ; 

Le temps veut fuir, je le soumets.
…

Charles Cros
(inventeur du Paléophone et du procédé trichrome)



Notations du XXième siècle

Karlheinz Stockhausen TierkreisKarlheinz Stockhausen Memento



Notation proportionnelle

Karlheinz Stockhausen's Studies
Karlheinz 

Stockhausen's 
Mikrophonie



Hyper écriture
Pierre Boulez Sonate n°3 (Constellation Miroir) Karlheinz Stockhausen Klavierstücke



Indétermination
John Cage Cartridge Music



Programmation séquentielle

Colon Nancarrow : Etude for Player Piano n°. 40a



Support et représentation

Préludes à la vie: Danse de l'ombre (1989–91), de Michel Chion. 
Transcription par Muriel Adamo. Portrait polychrome « Michel 

Chion » (GRM, 2005). Image © GRM



Visualisation transcription

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=71hNl_skTZQ

György Ligeti Artikulation 1958 Partition d’écoute du designer graphique Rainer Wehinger 1970 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=71hNl_skTZQ


Séquenceur MIDI



Séquenceur Audio



Multimedia et multimodalité

Multimedia



Dessiner pour composer

L’uric de Iannis Xenakis



Dessiner pour composer

https://vimeo.com/25041544

https://vimeo.com/25041544


Composer le son et l’interaction sonore



ENIGMES la partition navigable

Projet ENIGMES 2006 - 2007
Expérimentation de Nouvelles Interfaces 
Gestuelles pour la Musique et le Son

http://projetenigmes.free.fr/

Partition navigable / partition-instrument



Feuillage - Katalina Quijano

http://ensci.studio.free.fr/ENIGMES/Animations/parcours_tige.swf

http://ensci.studio.free.fr/ENIGMES/Animations/parcours_tige.swf


ENIGMES la partition navigable

Cimes (Matthieu Savary Smallab 2008)
http://www.smallab.org/cimes/



ENIGMES la partition navigable

http://projetenigmes.free.fr

http://projetenigmes.free.fr/


ENIGMES la partition navigable



Topophonie 

Navigation dans les clusters 
audiographiques

http://www.topophonie.fr

2009-2012/13

http://www.topophonie.fr


Métropoles organiques
Alexandra Radulescu / Xavier Boissarie 

Orbe 2011



Stage Master II ATIAM de Ianis Lallemand 2010 (encadré par Diemo Schwarz):  
Optimised visualisation for navigation in large sound databases [DAFX 2011] 

• répartition de grains sonores dans un espace donné, en conservant au maximum leur interrelations perceptives 

• algorithme basé sur préuniformisation, triangulation Delaunay et forces repulsives dans le mesh résultant

Proc. of the 14th Int. Conference on Digital Audio Effects (DAFx-11), Paris, France, September 19-23, 2011

which is usually performed in two or three dimensions. Hence new
database representations have to be used for this purpose; they can
either be obtained by dimensionality reduction methods or by di-
rect selection of the features the user wants to control.

Our study adresses a problem relative to the use of a 2D in-
teraction setup, though it can virtually be extended to any number
of dimensions. Exemples of such interaction setups are XY con-
trollers, multitouch tablets, or even the floor of an exhibition room
combined with a position tracking device (in this case, selection
would be performed by the user’s displacements in the room).

1.2. Problem

Each interaction setup has its own fixed geometry: it would be
a rectangle for a XY controller, a disk for the Reactable [4], or
any possible shape for an exhibition room. It is very unlikely that
the mapping between this geometry and the geometry of the 2D
database representation obtained by dimensionality reduction or
feature selection will be optimal (in a user-defined sense). Hence
we need a flexible way to adapt the representation geometry to
that of our interaction setup, while preserving as much as possible
the analytic sound–control correspondence property — one of the
strengths of feature-based representations.

To illustrate this problem, consider that we want to sonify an
exhibition space using our previous example database and a 2D
representation. Our interaction setup is the floor of the exhibition
space. A camera is used to perform position tracking of the visi-
tors, so that each visitor’s physical navigation in the room create
a path through the database representation. A sample is triggered
each time this path intersects a sample’s position. It is as if we had
mapped the database representation to the surface of the room, and
a sample was triggered each time a visitor’s position intersected a
sample’s position. Suppose that we seek full sonification of the
exhibition space, i.e. that we care to use all the interaction space
that is available to us for controlling the samples, and that we want
higher sample density near the top-right corner of the room. Fig-
ure 2 shows two sonifications achieved with different representa-
tions, which are superposed to the room blueprint.

before after

Figure 2: Examples of sonification of an exhibition space using a
2D database representation.

On the left, the representation shown in figure 1 has been used.
Simple transformations such as symmetries and scaling obviously
preserve analytic sound–control correspondence. Though we have
been able in this case to put a high density region near the top-
right corner, we obviously cannot obtain by these means a new
representation that fits perfectly the boundaries of the room. In
all cases a large amount of “silent” zones will be left, in which
no samples can be triggered. Clearly, manually moving points so
that we obtain a representation that roughly fits the room geome-
try when superposed to its blueprint is not a good solution to our

problem, as it would be very difficult for us to ensure that the new
representation retains some aspects of the analytic sound–control
correspondence property. Furthermore, moving points manually
gets more and more difficult as the database size increases.

On the contrary, a geometric algorithm might take care of au-
tomatically finding a new representation that suits our geometric
constraints, while preserving analytic sound–control correspon-
dence as much as possible. The right part of figure 2 shows a
database representation obtained with unispring, an algorithmic
solution we have provided to this problem (detailed in section 3).
Besides having been able to make the new representation fit the
geometry of the room, we have kept a higher density region near
the top-right corner, as required by the sonification design we had
in mind.

1.3. Algorithmic Solution

We present in section 3 unispring, a physical model-based algo-
rithm which allows to spread the original representation points
within a user-defined region. The expected data point density can
be specified using the mathematical framework detailed in sec-
tion 3.1.

The algorithm was designed to preserve analytic sound–
control correspondence as much as possible; an evaluation of its
performance is presented in section 4.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1. Previous Work

We had previously addressed the problem of locally controlling the
density of a database representation using mass spring damper-
based algorithms. They helped avoiding overlapping points by
pushing them appart, and have been used in a dimensionality-
reduction algorithm [5]. Other analytic sound–control correspon-
dence preserving algorithms were also developed [6], but proved
to be less efficient than the solution detailed in this article.

2.2. Data Visualisation Methods

Dynamic visualisation methods, such as zoom and pan, allow ac-
curate selection of individual points in high-density regions. These
approaches might also adjust the number of points to display ac-
cordingly to the zoom level, in order to avoid data overlap. How-
ever, such methods apply when the user interacts with the help of a
visual feedback of the database current state, which is not always
the case (as shown for instance in section 1.2).

On a more fundamental level, also note that our aim was not to
provide dynamic data display, but geometrically transforming the
representation of the data to obtain an optimal, “static” interface
for navigation. By static, we mean that this interface is determined
once by the user, and doesn’t require further adjustments in the
course of the interaction process.

2.3. Dimensionality Reduction

Dimensionality reduction algorithms such as PCA [7], weighted
PCA [8] or MDS [5] can be used to obtain 2D representations from
original high-dimensional feature-based representations. Another
approach is to project the representation onto a plane by select-
ing the two features users will be able to control. Dimensionality
reduction methods might be helpful in cases where it is unclear

DAFX-2



http://www.userstudio.fr/projets/dirti-for-ipad/

http://www.userstudio.fr/projets/dirti-for-ipad/


Conclusion

L’écriture musicale et le support sonore, deux concept qui pouvaient autrefois s’opposer, sont de plus en plus 
amenés à cohabiter dans des forme de représentation et d’interfaces tout aussi virtuelles que situées dans la réalité in situ.

Les représentations et leur formes sont amenées à se diversifier en fonction des usages 


